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The Book of F#: Breaking Free with Managed Functional ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		F# brings the power of functional-first programming to the .NET Framework, a platform for developing software in the Microsoft Windows ecosystem. If you're a traditional .NET developer used to C# and Visual Basic, discovering F# will be a revelation that will change how you code, and how you think about coding.

	
		In...
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The Definitive Guide to HTML5 WebSocketApress, 2013

	The Definitive Guide to HTML5 WebSocket is the ultimate insider’s WebSocket resource. This revolutionary new web technology enables you to harness the power of true real-time connectivity and build responsive, modern web applications.  

	

	This book contains everything web developers and architects need...
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Mobile First Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	Roll out rock-solid, responsive, mobile first designs quickly and reliably


	Overview

	
		Make websites that will look great and be usable on almost any device that displays web pages.
	
		Learn best practices for responsive design
	
		Discover how to make designs that will be lean and...
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Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2012

	Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript shows the entire process of building a website. This process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides all the information you'll need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means...
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Mastering SVG: Ace web animations, visualizations, and vector graphics with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take the plunge and develop cross-browser-compatible and responsive web designs with SVG

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the art of custom animations and visualizations with SVG, CSS, and JavaScript
	
			Combine SVG with third-party libraries and frameworks such as React, JQuery, D3, and...
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Knowledge Management (KM) Processes in Organizations: Theoretical Foundations and PracticeMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	Knowledge Management (KM) is an effort to increase useful knowledge in the organization. It is

	a natural outgrowth of late twentieth century movements to make organizational management and

	operations more effective, of higher quality, and more responsive to constituents in a rapidly changing

	global environment. This document traces...
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BuddyPress Theme DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	A hands-on guide to customize and embellish your BuddyPress website


	Overview

	
		Learn the anatomy of a BuddyPress theme
	
		Be guided through BuddyPress theme development from conceptualization to testing
	
		Go beyond designing and work with additional functionalities


...
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Joomla! 1.5 JavaScript jQueryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting...
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Mobile and Web Messaging: Messaging Protocols for Web and Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to use messaging technologies to build responsive and resilient applications for mobile devices and web browsers. With this hands-on guide, you’ll use the Stomp and Mqtt messaging protocols to write iOs and web applications capable of sending and receiving Gps and device sensor data, text messages, and alerts.
...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (3rd Edition) (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Develop next-generation web applications with ASP.NET MVC 


	Go deep into the architecture and features of ASP.NET MVC 5, and learn how to build web applications that work well on both the desktop and mobile devices. Web development expert Dino Esposito takes you through the web framework’s Model-View-Controller (MVC)...
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HTML5 Mastery: Semantics, Standards, and StylingFriends of Ed, 2011

	Unless you have been off on a digital-free holiday, you’ve heard a lot of chatter about HTML5. As a web
	professional, it is apparent that having an understanding of HTML5 is not only beneficial—it’s essential.
	The future of the Web has radically changed course in the last few years from XHTML to HTML5, which
	means...
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Sass and Compass for DesignersPackt Publishing, 2013

	The CSS preprocessor, Sass, is becoming the de-facto standard for producing cross-browser CSS more maintainable and with more ease. It supercharges CSS with features that make previously difficult and time-consuming tasks trivial. This book concentrates on distilling the techniques in a straightforward manner making it accessible to all, even...
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